We present an efficient implementation of dynamically pruned quantum dynamics, both in coordinate space and in phase space. We combine the ideas behind the biorthogonal von Neumann basis (PvB) with the orthogonalized momentum-symmetrized Gaussians (Weylets) to create a new basis, projected Weylets, that takes the best from both methods. We benchmark pruned time-dependent dynamics using phase-spacelocalized PvB, projected Weylets, and coordinate-space-localized DVR bases, with real-world examples in up to six dimensions. For the examples studied, coordinate-space localization is the most important factor for efficient pruning and the pruned dynamics is much faster than the unpruned, exact dynamics. Phase-space localization is useful for more demanding dynamics where many basis functions are required. There, projected Weylets offer a more compact representation than pruned DVR bases.
I. INTRODUCTION
Chemical reaction dynamics can be studied theoretically by molecular quantum dynamics.
1 Especially, quantum effects like resonances and tunneling can be very important for the correct description of molecular processes in chemical reactions. [2] [3] [4] [5] Classical or semi-classical methods may fail to describe this. However, the exact treatment of molecular quantum dynamics is hampered by the exponential scaling of the underlying direct-product basis with the dimensionality of the system. Exact quantum dynamics based on a direct-product basis is now possible for up to five-atomic systems or nine degrees of freedom. 6, 7 Dynamics in reduced dimensionality is possible for six atoms and has been successfully applied.
8-10
However, in reduced dimensionality dynamics, the explicitly treated degrees of freedom and the methods for approximate treatment of the other degrees of freedom have to be selected and tested carefully, otherwise the results may deviate qualitatively from full-dimensional computations.
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A physically motivated route towards reducing or even overcoming the exponential scaling aims at representing the wavefunction not everywhere in configuration space but only where it is needed. In a very general and hence very robust sense, this is certain to incur huge savings, since in typical chemical situations the vibrational wavefunction has many degrees of freedom but is narrowly confined in most of them -simply because chemistry is not about many electrons and bare nuclei colliding at high speeds (which corresponds to the wavefunction covering large parts of coordinate space and/or phase a) Electronic mail: larsson@pctc.uni-kiel.de space) but rather about stable molecules undergoing welldefined reactions, which means that chemical energies are just above one or a few barriers. There simply is not enough energy to break arbitrary bonds in a reactant molecule. Hence, the mathematically simple and thus appealing direct-product bases already are wasteful for dynamics of small molecules and become even more wasteful for larger molecules.
A conceptually elegant way to exploit these characteristics is to employ a basis representation of the wave packet in which the basis functions themselves move around and follow the wave packet, e. g. time-dependent Gaussians. These Gaussians are either moved in time by classical mechanics or by proper quantum treatment. There is a plethora of established methods like G-MCTDH, 13, 14 its cousin variational Multiconfigurational Gaussians, vMCG, 15, 16 the matching-pursuit algorithm, MP-SOFT, 17 multiple spawning dynamics 18, 19 or the coupled coherent state approach. 20 However, these methods are either not fully exact or often suffer from numerical difficulties. 16 Another possibility is to use an optimal timedependent direct-product basis built upon a larger timeindependent primitive basis. The outcome is then the multi-configurational time-dependent Hartree (MCTDH) algorithm. 21, 22 MCTDH and especially its multilayer variant (ML-MCTDH) [23] [24] [25] is often an efficient way to reduce the exponential scaling. Although a direct-product basis is still used, the number of needed basis functions is drastically reduced. This achievement comes with a much more complicated algorithm and it may work less well for dynamics with strongly coupled modes. Further, to find proper mode combinations in normal MCTDH (to optimize multidimensional bases for efficiency) or tree structures in ML-MCTDH is a nontrivial task.
26,27
Using lower-dimensional direct-product bases to create contracted basis functions has been found to be very successful for quantum (ro-)vibrational computations.
28-35
A contracted basis was even used for computing vibrational energy levels of 12-dimensional CH + 5 .
36
Yet another possibility, which certainly can be combined with the MCTDH ansatz, is to prune a timeindependent direct-product basis and choose only those functions that are necessary to describe the wave function. This approach is very successful for solving the time-independent Schrödinger equation, i. e. retrieving the eigenfunctions. It can be simply implemented by discarding functions that are located at points with high potential, 28, 29 or by more advanced techniques like simultaneous diagonalization, [37] [38] [39] utilization of phasespace-structured basis functions [40] [41] [42] [43] or sparse grids.
44-46
It has also been used for time-independent scattering simulations.
47
For solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation, e. g. for simulating time-dependent quantities in a chemical reaction, pruning is much more complicated because the wavepacket moves in time. One may use static pruning. 48, 49 Especially, an L-shaped selection of basis functions localized in coordinate space has been used very successfully in quantum scattering simulations. 50 However, a more general pruning scheme that really adapts the basis in time should be much more efficient. This has been implemented and thoroughly tested by Hartke and coworkers for coordinate-space localized Gaussians 51 and orthogonalized Gaussians based on collocation. 52 McCormack showed that it is a possible avenue for coordinatespace-localized discrete variable representation (DVR) functions and phase-space-localized functions but did not present an implementation. 53 Pettey and Wyatt implemented pruning by a moving grid. 54, 55 An additional advantage of dynamical pruning is the ability to compute the needed points of the potential energy surface (PES) on the fly during the dynamics, instead of pre-computing the PES prior to the dynamics, which makes it hard to avoid computing PES point that are never needed and to avoid exponential scaling already at this stage.
Because the wave packet is most often not only confined in coordinate space but also exhibits structured motion in phase space (combined position x and momentum p), pruning based on phase-space-localized functions generally gives more compact representations. However, obtaining an accurate and prunable basis of a welldefined rectangular grid of phase-space-localized functions is far from trivial 56 and has only been established in the last few years. [57] [58] [59] [60] Until now, the so-called Weylets and momentum-symmetrized Gaussians by Poirier et al. have not been used for quantum dynamics simulations but only for computing eigenstates. There, they have been shown to be very successful. 42, 59, [61] [62] [63] [64] The periodic von Neumann basis with biorthogonal exchange, PvB, from Tannor and coworkers has been both successfully applied to vibrational eigenstates 43 and to electronic dynamics. 65, 66 It has not yet been used in time-dependent molecular quantum dynamics. In this contribution, we develop a very efficient implementation of dynamical, time-dependent pruning. We benchmark several bases using two-, three-and six-dimensional examples. The bases we employ are coordinate-space-localized DVR functions, the biorthogonal von Neumann basis, PvB, and a novel method, called projected Weylets, which combines the idea behind PvB with the Weylet basis to create a basis that inherits the advantages of the PvB methods without inheriting its disadvantage, namely nonorthogonality.
Our implementation is based on Hamiltonians that are a sum of products of one-dimensional operators (SoP). Poirier 
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Note, however, that pruned DVR bases do not require SoP Hamiltonians (to be precise: A SoP form of the potential) and we show that these bases can be very successfully pruned. The remainder of this article is organized as follows: Section II A gives an overview of exact quantum dynamics with a direct-product basis. A review of the PvB method, its drawbacks in high dimensions, and the Weylets follow in section II B and II C, respectively. We present our new projected Weylets in section II D, followed by details of the numerical implementation in section II E and the appendix. The mentioned methods and a pruned DVR basis are tested in section III. Section IV summarizes the most important points of this work and gives an outlook.
II. THEORY

A. Overview
The standard approach in molecular quantum dynamics for solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation is to expand the D-dimensional wave function in a direct product of time-independent basis functions χ
The size of the coefficient tensor, a, scales as
where n is the geometric mean of the number of basis functions. A discrete variable representation (DVR) is often used as the underlying basis, |χ
to obtain
where we have introduced multiindices
Throughout the text, we use atomic units unless stated otherwise. Eq. (3) can be solved using standard integrators that require many tensor transformations of the type Ha. Using multiindices, this tensor transformation can be considered as a matrix-vector product. The terms "tensor transformation" and "matrix-vector product" will be taken as a synonym throughout the text. The direct-product basis is conceptually simple and easy to implement. A DVR basis allows further simplifications due to the diagonality of the potential operator V which leads to diagonal matrices, i. e., V IJ ∝ δ IJ . The problem is the exponential scaling of the size of the coefficient tensor, a. When using a DVR as the underlying basis, the basis functions are localized in coordinate space. Since the wavepacket is normally not spread over the whole multidimensional coordinate space, the coefficient tensor a is sparse and it is possible to prune the basis. By using a phase-space-localized basis, the coefficient tensor gets sparser and pruning is often more efficient. The next sections will mostly deal with phasespace-localized basis functions. 
The basis functions are localized at (x n , p l ) in phase space with widths ∆p and ∆x in p and x. They are placed on a rectangular lattice in phase space with rectangles of widths ∆p and ∆x such that ∆x∆p = 2π, which is the size of a unit cell in phase space. This assures that the basis is complete but not overcomplete. The von Neumann basis was used by Davis and Heller but they found very poor convergence. 56 This may be understood as a consequence of the theorem of Balian and Low which states that a phase-space-localized basis is incompatible with completeness for all practical purposes. 
Here, the von Neumann functions are labeled by a multiindex. The last equality comes from the DVR properties of {|χ i }. ω j = W j /ω(x j ), where W j is the quadrature weight of the DVR point x j and ω(x j ) the weight function of the underlying DVR polynomials. 1 Since Eq. (7) denotes just a similarity transformation, utilization of |g i to solve the Schrödinger equations gives exactly the same eigenvalues as with the DVR basis. However, the basis {|χ i } has to occupy the same area in phase space to render the transformation bijective. The Fourier Grid Hamiltonian (FGH) DVR fulfills this property and is thus often used. 1, 82 This makes the |g i periodic. However, other (nonperiodic) DVR bases like the sinc DVR or Gauss-Legendre DVR (for angular coordinates) are possible (see also section III B). 1, 43, 47 Other non-DVR bases or even simple Newton-Cotes quadrature work as well.
These basis functions are localized in phase space, but their coefficients are not, because they include a linear combination of the inverse of the overlaps of the |g j :
Left superscripts indicate the employed basis. Because g S −1 is not sparse, the coefficients g a m are dense and pruning is not possible. Shimshovitz and Tannor solved this problem by transforming to the biorthogonal basis where
The coefficients in this representations are just the overlap of the wavefunction with phase-space-localized |g i and hence sparse. Note that x | b i is anything but localized, which is a manifestation of the Balian-Low theorem. 81, 83 Indeed, it does not matter whether the basis is localized but whether the coefficients are. b i | Ψ is actually the expansion coefficient in the |g representation, compare with Eqn. (8) and (10) . The basis {|b i } is called the periodic von Neumann basis with biorthogonal exchange (PvB). Because the basis was initially based on FGH functions, it was termed periodic. However, since also other basis functions can be used and because the essential part in Eq. (7) is the projection onto the DVR basis and not its periodicity, the basis may also be dubbed projected von Neumann basis.
Because the basis is nonorthogonal the Schrödinger equation takes the form of
where b H is just the congruence-transformed DVR Hamiltonian χ H:
Drawbacks in high dimensions
In the following, we will assume that the Hamiltonian can be decomposed as a sum of direct products (SoP) of one-dimensional matrices,
Each matrix χ h (κ,l) needs then to be transformed as shown in Eq. (13) , which comes with essentially no computational cost. If the Hamiltonian possesses the SoP form, the matrix-vector product scales as O(n D+1 ) instead of O(n 2D ), if the matrix-vector product or tensor transformation is done sequentially. 85, 86 To give an example, consider a three-dimensional problem with g = 1:
The O(n D+1 ) scaling is achieved by first computing all needed values ofã ijr , reusing them for computing all needed values ofã iqr and reusing those for the final transformation to a ′ pqr . If one prunes the basis, some coefficients a abc are neglected and only n κ < n κ basis functions are used in dimension κ. The pruning can be formulated by introducing sets I, J (a) and K(a, b) that store the indices of the used basis functions. Eq. (15) then takes the form of
Wang and Carrington used a similar form for specific index ranges. 87 Here, no assumptions about the structure in the pruning are made. In these expressions, values of a iqr are needed for the computation of a ′ that are not included in the index sets, i. e. q may not be element of J (i) and r may not be element of K(i, q). Then, in principle, almost all possible index combinations ofã iqr need to be evaluated. The same holds for the needed values ofã for the computation ofã. However, if the coefficient tensor is sparse and the Hamiltonian transforms it to the same sparse representation, the partially transformed tensorsã andã are sparse as well and the values of coefficients which are not elements of the employed set of the initial tensor can be neglected. The favorable scaling of order O( n D+1 ) results. An efficient implementation for this pruned tensor transformation is presented in the appendix. Because the PvB representation is nonorthogonal, matrix-vector products of type S −1 Ha are needed. Here, we can not assume that the partially transformed tensors a andã are sparse, because a ′ = Ha transforms the basis into the non-sparse |g representation [see text below Eq. (11)]:
Only the final multiplication with S −1 transforms the tensor back into the sparse |b representation. Hence, one has to either compute all needed partially transformed coefficients which at worst results in a O n D+1 scaling instead of O n D+1 , or one has to do the transformation in Eq. (15) directly to obtain a O n 2D scaling. None of these options are favorable. Further, the inverse of the pruned overlap matrix is not decomposable into a SoP form. In a full basis, the overlap matrix obeys the SoP form and so does its inverse,
S is the multidimensional tensor and S (κ) onedimensional matrices. Pruning the basis means that some rows and columns are removed from S. Then, the inverse of S in the truncated basis has no structure to exploit. Either, one needs to compute it explicitly and store a huge matrix of size n 2D , or one needs to compute S −1 a ′ via direct algorithms like conjugate gradient that perform many Sa ′ operations (typically more than 100 for numerical accuracy). We conclude that, due to its phase space locality and DVR accuracy, the PvB representation has very appealing properties. However, its nonorthogonality results in the unfavorable O n 2D scaling when computing the matrix-vector product.
It is possible to approximate the inverse of the pruned overlap matrix by pruning the inverse of the unpruned overlap matrix. 67, 84, 88 Then, the matrix-vector product S −1 Ha = Ha can be done in one step and the favorable
scaling is recovered. 67, 88 The introduced approximation is, however, difficult to control and is only useful for time-dependent quantum dynamics if very low accuracy is passable. 84 It may, however, be useful for computing vibrational eigenstates where this approximation is not severe.
67,84,88
C. Weylet representation
In the preceding section, we have shown that the nonorthogonality causes problems if the PvB representation is employed for pruning. Due to the BalianLow theorem, an orthogonal phase-space-localized basis is not possible. [79] [80] [81] However, Wilson 89 and Daubechies et al. 90 have shown that it is possible to obtain a momentum-symmetrized basis that can be orthogonalized without jeopardizing its locality, so called "WeylHeisenberg" wavelets (Weylets). Poirier refined this basis and found a simpler orthogonalization procedure.
57-59
The momentum-symmetrized Gaussians are
They are localized in x n and ±p l and real-valued. The phase factor in the sine term is crucial to greatly reduce linear dependencies. To maintain completeness, the functions are further placed on a doubly dense grid, i. e. ∆x∆p = π, and p l = 0. For further details, we refer to Ref. 58, 59 . Although the underlying basis is symmetrized in p, because it is doubly dense it can describe states that are not symmetric in p.
One unit-cell on the upper (or lower) plane in phase space has contributions from two momentum-symmetrized Gaussians and a proper linear combination can then describe states of arbitrary shape in phase space, as they occur in time-dependent quantum dynamics.
The symmetrized Gaussians are then orthogonalized via symmetric Löwdin orthogonalization, i. e. using S −1/2 . 91 Since this basis is infinite-dimensional, in principle, S −1/2 has to be infinite-dimensional as well. However, the basis actually sets up a "tight" frame, i. e. the basis functions are as orthogonal as possible and the overlap between two functions decays exponentially. 58 It is thus sufficient to obtain S −1/2 for a reasonably large basis. Poirier 2 )/2. The FGH-eigenvalues are identical to PvB and projected Weylets (section II D). As the basis size is enlarged, both the x-range and the maximal momentum is increased such that a square area in phase space is covered. For each basis size, both bases span roughly the same phase-space area.
oscillator is shown in Fig. 1 . The error is defined by the Euclidian L 2 distance between the exact and the numerical energies. It decreases much faster for FGH than for the Weylets. The asymptotic error of the Weylets stems from the limited accuracy (12 digits) of S −1/2 which has been taken from Ref. 58 . In practical calculations, this does not matter. Since both PvB and projected Weylets are a similarity transformed FGH basis, they give the same eigenvalues as the FGH basis (apart from numerical noise). In section ii of the supplementary information, we show further comparisons of Weylets against FGH, PvB and pW. We show there that for a pruned basis (no rectangular phase-space area), the error of the Weylets is almost identical to that of pW.
Poirier and coworkers avoid the transformation to the Weylet basis by working solely with the nonorthogonal symmetrized Gaussians. They soften the O n 2D scaling by massive parallelization. 62, 63 Note that this scaling is a function of the number of pruned direct-product basis functions, n.
D. Projected Weylets
The relatively elaborate transformation needed for the creation of the Weylets (compared to the creation of momentum-symmetrized Gaussians) can be reduced by combining them with elements of the projected von Neu-mann basis. First, the momentum-symmetrized Gaussians are projected onto the DVR lattice:
compare with Eq. (7). The projected Weylets, x | w i , are then defined on the DVR grid as
In Ref. 67, Brown and Carrington mention in passing the possibility of projecting the momentum-symmetrized Gaussians onto a DVR grid, without implementing it. They do not consider orthogonalization. Instead of employing momentum-symmetrized Gaussians | φ , one could also use the continuous Weylets as the initial basis. However, the numerical difference between these options is negligible. Instead of using orthogonalized functions, it is possible to use the biorthogonal basis and approximate the pruned inverse overlap matrix (see last paragraph in section II B 2). Due to the more banded structure of the overlap matrix on a doubly dense grid, this approximation would be less severe than for PvB. The matrix representation of the Hamiltonian is again obtained by a similarity transformation of the DVR Hamiltonian, see Eq. (13), and DVR accuracy is maintained. W represents now an orthogonal, momentumsymmetrized localized basis in phase space that has the same convergence properties as the underlying DVR basis, provided that {| φ i } and {|χ i } span the same area in phase space. The only drawback that remains is the transformation of the Hamiltonian if it does not possess a SoP form. However, the sparsity of the transformed Hamiltonian, W †χ HW, and the transformation matrix, W, can be exploited. This cannot be done with PvB, because both B †χ HB and B are dense. The transformation for Hamiltonians without SoP form will be addressed in future publications.
To summarize, the projected Weylets reduce the effort of the more involved transformation of the Weylets because they are set up from a finite set of symmetrized Gaussians and not defined on an infinite plane, like Weylets (see section i of the supplementary information). They show no reduction of accuracy compared to Weylets (see Fig. 1 and Figure i in the supplementary information) and the generation of the basis is as simple as the generation of the PvB basis. Nevertheless, pW should not be regarded as a replacement for Weylets but rather as an alternative in the framework of the projected von Neumann basis.
E. Numerical implementation
Since the set of used basis functions changes during pruned time-dependent dynamics, a careful implementation is required for obtaining an efficient algorithm. Notably, the tensor transformation needs special attention because this is the main bottleneck of the dynamics. A very efficient implementation optimized for operators with SoP form is given in the appendix. It takes advantage of the fact that the algorithm simplifies significantly if the tensor transformation is performed over the last dimension (assuming this dimension is represented contiguously in memory). For other dimensions, the coefficient tensor is first permuted properly which is not costly compared to the tensor transformation itself.
If a DVR basis is used, no SoP form of the potential is needed and the multiplication of the potential times the vector is just a (direct) vector-vector multiplication, see section II A. We exploit this for exact dynamics without pruning. For our tests with pruned DVRs, we use the SoP form, for convenience. The potential is then represented as a sum of product of diagonal matrices. This introduces an overhead compared to a simple vector-vector multiplication.
The decision to add or remove basis functions is defined by a wave amplitude threshold, θ. If the absolute value of a coefficient is larger than or equal to θ, the nearest neighbors of the corresponding basis in phase space are added to the set of used basis functions. If they have not already been members of the set of used basis functions, they are included with coefficients set to zero. If the value is smaller than θ and all nearest neighbors have coefficients whose absolute value is smaller as well, the corresponding basis function is excluded from the set. Hartke used two thresholds, one for the inclusion and one for the exclusion of basis functions. 51, 52 We decided to choose only one threshold but we add the possibility to exclude basis functions only if the total number of those to exclude is larger than a certain relative threshold.
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It remains to choose how many nearest neighbors are added. This is tested numerically in section III A.
The algorithm and the choice of data structures needed to check the coefficients are crucial. In our implementation, we simply loop over all basis function coefficients and evaluate them successively. The new set of basis function indices are stored in a hash table. 93, 94 If new basis functions need to be added, a lookup is required to check whether these basis functions are already elements of the set. If not, they are added to the set. The usage of the hash 
O n 2D × N neighbor , because insertion and removal of duplicates in a sorted array scales linearly. The adaption would then scale worse than the matrix-vector product and would hence become the computational bottleneck of the dynamics. With our implementation using hash tables, the adaption of the set of basis functions never needs more than 5 to 10% of the overall computing time during the dynamics, in the application examples shown below. It could be further optimized by storing whether a basis function has neighbors with large coefficient values.
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If that is the case, there is no need to check or to add neighbors to this basis function.
III. APPLICATION
A. Two-dimensional double well
We test the time-dependent dynamics within a twodimensional double well employed in Ref. 84 . The Hamiltonian for this model potential iŝ
and the used initial wave packet has the form
The wave packet is propagated until t e = 24.6. In x we use a phase-space grid of size n x × n p = 15 × 11 (x ∈ [−0.5, 3.7]), and in y a grid of size 9 × 9 (y ∈ [1.0, 2.9]). The overall size of the basis is 165 × 81 = 13365. We use the FGH method for the pruned dynamics and as the underlying DVR of the projected Weylets and PvB. For further details, we refer to Ref. 84 . We employ the short iterative Arnoldi propagator 22, 95 as implemented in the Heidelberg MCTDH package.
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To evaluate the dynamics, we compute the autocorrelation, C(t), using
where the last equality holds for real-valued initial wave functions |Ψ(0) . 97, 98 To compute the autocorrelation with a nonorthogonal basis like PvB, one needs to multiply the coefficient vector a with B T B, where B is defined in Eq. (13) . For D = 1, this is
From section II E, it remains to show how many nearest neighbors, N neighbor , should be added during the adaption of the pruned basis. At first attempt, one could add all nearest neighbors which are directly connected to the basis function of interest, i. e. also basis functions located diagonally on the phase-space grid. This means an index change of the basis of ±1 in each dimension in phase space and all possible combinations of index changes. This corresponds to a "phase-space ball radius" of 2.
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Obviously, this is the most conservative way to add basis functions but it requires to add many basis functions in high dimension since the number of all nearest neighbors scales again exponentially, namely 3 2D − 1. Fig. 2 compares the three choices for the double-well dynamics. We have evaluated the infidelity in the autocorrelation, defined by the Euclidian L 2 distance between the values of C(t) of the pruned and of the unpruned, exact dynamics. We have used different wave amplitude thresholds but plot the mean number of used basis functions (in percent compared to the unpruned dynamics). The smaller the threshold, the more basis functions are added and the larger the number of used basis functions. Because the map of threshold to number of basis functions is different for each problem and depends on the dimensionality and the number of basis functions to add, it makes more sense to plot the number of actually used basis functions than the threshold employed. For the double well and NO 2 computations (section III B), the threshold has been varied between 0.046 and 10 −12 . Our results show that the best way is always to add only 2D nearest neighbors. Then, fewer basis functions are required for the same accuracy, although a smaller threshold is needed. We did the same test for the NO 2 dynamics (section III B) and came to the same conclusion. Henceforth, we always add only 2D nearest neighbors (phase-space ball radius of 1) to each pruned basis function.
The accuracy of the pruned dynamics as a function of the number of used basis functions is shown in Fig. 3 for the different methods tested. The accuracy is evaluated by comparing to an exact unpruned FGH basis. For the pruned bases, we have compared a FGH basis that is pruned in coordinate space, the projected Weylets (pW) and the biorthogonal projected von Neumann basis (PvB). The accuracy is measured by the error in the autocorrelation. We have also compared the error of the final wave packet. The curves for this error measurement look very similar such that we only show the er- ror in the autocorrelation. All computations have been performed using a single core of Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2650 v2 processors. The accuracy of the integrator is adapted to the wave amplitude threshold. PvB requires the fewest basis functions for a given accuracy. pW in general requires more basis functions than PvB to represent a state. However, momentum-asymmetric states are described by pW just as well as momentum-symmetrized states (see section iii in the supplementary information for an example).
The different accuracy limits stem from the numerical error in the creation of the bases (arising from multiplication by S −1/2 or S −1 ). In principle, both FGH, pW and PvB should give the same result if 100% of basis functions are used. The residual error on the order of 10 −10 in the fidelity of the autocorrelation arises from the accumulation of numerical noise which we have not tried to reduce.
For low accuracies, the pruned FGH basis needs many more basis functions than PvB or pW to obtain the same accuracy. Surprisingly, FGH beats pW for errors smaller than 10 −6 . In fact, the number of basis functions required to reach numerically exact results is similar to that in PvB, namely ∼ 40 % of the totally available basis. This comes from the choice of potential and wavepacket. The potential is quite correlated between x and y, and in certain regions the whole phase space needs to be covered. Then, it is sufficient to use a DVR basis that is not localized in phase space. Note that a FGH basis is more localized in x than a phase-space-localized basis (here, it is a factor of ∼ 10 times more localized in x than the pW basis). However, we could change the ratio ∆x/∆p for the phase-space-localized functions to make them more localized in x and even use more complicated phase-space tiling. 100 We prefer not to optimize the tiling for this problem to keep the discussion more general.
Another point to consider is that some newly added nearest neighbors do not contribute to the wavepacket if it moves into another direction. This is more severe in phase space where there are four directions to consider instead of two in coordinate space. In fact, the current scheme is wasteful for phase-space dynamics. For small wave amplitude thresholds θ (high accuracy), about 20 % of basis functions whose coefficient value is smaller than θ are used, i. e. they do not contribute to the description of the wavepacket but are included because a nearest neighbor has large coefficient values. For larger θ, this value increases even up to ∼ 50 %. As expected, the situation is less severe for the DVR that is only localized in coordinate space. There, only ∼ 10 % of functions are "wasted". This could be corrected by better schemes to add nearest neighbors. Essentially, the information where the wavepacket moves is already encoded in the phase-space structure.
We now compare the timing. 600 times more computing time than any other method.
Even though FGH needs more basis functions to reach the same accuracy, the pruned dynamics is almost always as fast or faster than pW. Only at the low-infidelity end is pW faster. Both FGH and pW use a SoP Hamiltonian and employ the same computational routines. The difference comes from the transformation of the Hamiltonian, see Eq. (13) . For a DVR basis like the FGH method, all potential matrices are diagonal whereas in pW, the matrices are nondiagonal although sparse (actually banded if seen as a tensor in phase space). A multiplication of a diagonal matrix times the coefficient vector scales as
B. NO 2 dynamics on the B2 surface
As a three-dimensional example, we study the performance of our methods with the dynamics of NO 2 on the B 2 surface. Due to its ergodicity, this dynamic is challenging for the MCTDH method. 98, 101 The wave packet spreads over many configurations in phase space and large basis sets are required. Nevertheless, as we show here, even in such a situation pruning is useful, since the wavepacket does not instantly and fully cover the full space spanned by a direct-product basis.
We follow Ref. 98 and propagate the wave function in bond coordinates (distances r 1 and r 2 for N−O and bond angle θ). In these coordinates, the vibrational Hamiltonian takes the form of
+ V (r 1 , r 2 , θ), 
The projected von Neumann basis has already been used in angular coordinates (Jacobi and Radau) with a Gauss-Legendre DVR in Ref. 43, 88 . The used grid points
is a Gauss-Legendre DVR point. The grid points θ i are almost equidistantly spaced and can thus be used just like a FGH grid. The condition numbers of G (PvB) or Θ Θ Θ (projected Weylets) are less than 20 for a Gauss-Legendre grid with 100 grid points. A projected phase-space basis is therefore well conditioned for angular grids. 104 We use a FGH DVR basis of size n x × n p = 13 × 13 in the radial coordinates (r i ∈ [1.6, 16]) and a GaussLegendre DVR of size 10 × 10. In total, the unpruned basis has a size of ∼ 285×10
4 . The ground state of the A 1 surface is taken as the initial wave packet and propagated on the B 2 surface until t e = 90 fs. The autocorrelation, Eq. (27) , is computed to evaluate the pruned dynamics.
The accuracy of the pruned dynamics is depicted in Fig. 5 . We are unable to show results for PvB due to the demanding requirements in computing time. From section III A, it should be clear that pruned orthogonal bases are faster than both PvB and pruned nonorthogonal bases, in general. pW always needs fewer basis functions than a pruned FGH/DVR basis to reach the same accuracy. Almost all basis functions are required to reach numerical accuracy because the dynamics is highly ergodic and most of phase space is covered. Fig. 6 shows the timing of the NO 2 dynamics. Like in the double-well example, pruned DVR almost always performs faster than pW. For accuracies lower than 7 × 10 −5
(less than 38 % of basis functions), pruned DVR dynamics is faster than the exact unpruned dynamics. The pruned DVR simulations could be accelerated by a better exploitation of the diagonality of the potential. This is done for the full DVR but not for the pruned DVR, see section II E. To reach an accuracy of 10 −4 , DVR needs 5 hours computing time whereas pW requires 12 hours. However, DVR also needs more basis functions to reach the same accuracy. For the considered accuracy, 26 % of basis functions are required for the DVR dynamics whereas only 16 % are required for pW. The memory requirements are not of interest in this three-dimensional example because no more than ∼ 1 GB of memory is ever needed. However, for higher-dimensional dynamics as ergodic as those of NO 2 , memory could be crucial and pW might be the method of choice.
Comparing the error in the autocorrelation to very high accuracies is a useful benchmark of pruned methods. However, for many purposes even a lower accuracy autocorrelation function is sufficient to obtain the correct qualitative behavior of the spectral observables. The autocorrelations for some simulations are shown in Fig. 7 . There, we only compare the DVR dynamics because this outperforms pW. Most of the features are reproduced even if only 4.8 % of the total number of available basis functions are used during the dynamics. The autocorrelation is visually converged if 7.2 % are used and the dynamics is faster by a factor of 6 compared to the full dynamics.
C. Nonadiabatic dynamics of pyrazine
As a higher-dimensional example, we consider the nonadiabatic dynamics of a six-dimensional vibroniccoupling model of pyrazine. 99 The Hamiltonian was obtained from the Heidelberg MCTDH package. 96 Compared to the dynamics of NO 2 , the wavepacket behaves much more smoothly. Hence, many fewer basis functions are needed and the dynamics is well suited for the MCTDH method. For further details of this benchmark example, we refer to the literature.
99,105
Again, we used a FGH basis with parameters shown in Table I . In this case, a Gauss-Hermite DVR would be better suited but to allow for an easier comparison to the other examples and to the projected Weylet method, we choose to keep the FGH method. The overall basis size, including the electronic basis consisting of two states, is ∼ 322 × 10 6 . We have propagated until 95 fs. The accuracy versus number of used basis functions is depicted in Fig. 8 . The wave amplitude threshold θ has been varied between 10 −3 and 10 −8 . Only 5 % of the totally available FGH basis is needed to accurately describe the dynamics. This comes primarily from the smooth dynamics where the wavepacket retains a rather compact form in configuration space. However, it also shows the general trend that more and more basis functions are wasted if direct product bases are used in higherdimensional spaces.
45,52
Surprisingly, the FGH method needs fewer basis functions than the projected Weylets for reaching the same accuracy. Obviously, localization in coordinate space is here much more important than phase-space localization. In general, fewer basis functions are needed in each mode and the wavepacket does not reach high momenta. Further, the needed "shell" of nearest neighbors is more wasteful in phase space than in coordinate space. Con- sider the two modes with a size of n x × n p = 4 × 4. In coordinate space, only two nearest neighbors are added in one dimension to one function, that is 1/8 of basis functions are added. In phase space, four nearest neighbors need to be added which is already 1/4. In other words, a 4 × 4 grid in phase space is simply too small with the current scheme. Nevertheless, adding nearest neighbors also here is wasteful for the DVR method. During the dynamics, about 50 % of included basis functions have values smaller than the used threshold (compare with the discussion in section III A). For pW, it is 80 %. Note that, for slightly different reasons, Halverson and Poirier have found that a properly pruned harmonic oscillator basis can be more efficient than the symmetrized Gaussians in certain regions of the vibrational spectrum. 42 Brown and Carrington have found similar results.
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The convergence of the autocorrelation function for selected simulations is shown in Fig. 9 . Only 0.8 % of basis functions are needed for visual convergence of the autocorrelation! The computational speed-up compared to exact dynamics is a factor of more than 16. Note that the set-up of the permutations and arrays I and J (i) (see the appendix for details) needed for an efficient matrix-vector product took significantly more computing time than before, namely ∼ 30 % for the largest computation. This fraction is negligible for our two-and three-dimensional examples where, in general, many fewer basis functions are needed. The reason for the increased computing time is that this part is currently not optimized in our implementation. Hence, the computing time could be signifi- cantly reduced.
IV. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
By combining the idea behind the biorthogonal von Neumann basis (PvB), namely projecting phase-spacelocalized von Neumann functions to another basis, with the orthogonalized, momentum-symmetrized Gaussians (Weylets), we have established a new method, projected Weylets (pW), that inherits the advantage of PvB, namely DVR accuracy, and the advantage of Weylets, orthogonality. We have shown that orthogonality is crucial for an efficient matrix-vector product for solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation of multidimensional systems. Additionally, we have developed a new, highly efficient algorithm for the matrix-vector product for sum-of-product Hamiltonians by permuting the basis such that the dimension to transform over is contiguously represented in memory.
We have compared three methods for dynamically pruning a localized basis during the wavepacket dynamics, namely PvB and pW that are localized in phase space and the FGH and Gauss-Legendre DVRs that are localized in coordinate space. Due to the nonorthogonality and the unfavorable scaling of the matrix-vector product, PvB is much more expensive than the other methods, although it is very appealing in theory. It may, however, be a very useful tool for one-dimensional simulations, since the representation in PvB is the most compact one. By examining the ergodic dynamics of NO 2 , we showed that, due to the phase-space localization of pW, it needs fewer basis functions than a pruned FGH basis for the same accuracy. However, we showed further that in general pW needs more computing time because all potential matrices are non-diagonal whereas they are diagonal in the DVR representation. For the six-dimensional dynamics of a vibronic coupling model of pyrazine, coordinatespace localization turned out to be much more important than phase-space localization. There, FGH outperforms pW not only in computing time but also in accuracy versus number of basis functions. Fewer than 1 % of all basis functions were needed to obtain almost converged dynamics, resulting in speedups of more than 16. Only a single parameter is needed to control the accuracy of the simulation.
At first sight, DVR methods seem to have more advantages than pW. The potential terms are diagonal, and in general no sum-of-product form of the potential operator is required. The pW method gives, however, more compact representations of the wavefunction if the latter covers many regions in phase space and many basis functions are needed, like for the NO 2 dynamics. A compact representation is very crucial for higher-dimensional dynamics. This might be especially useful for scattering simulations like S + + H 2 or HO + CO. 106, 107 Note further that pW and a pruned DVR can of course be combined: pW can be used in modes where phase-space localization is needed and the pruned DVR can be used in spectator modes that are more well-behaved.
Our methods can, of course, be improved. At this stage, we add nearest neighbors in all directions, even if the wave packet moves only in one direction. This is wasteful, especially in phase space. The phase-space representation of pW can be utilized to predict the movement of the wavepacket. By this, it is clear where to add nearest neighbors. In this contribution, we made use of a sum-of-product Hamiltonians. A transformed Hamiltonian of general form should, however, be very sparse in the pW representation. This could lead to a very promising tool to handle high-energy electronic dynamics, like double ionization dynamics. There, the potential of interest (Coulomb) is not decomposable. Exploiting the sparsity could be useful even if many terms are needed for the sum-of-product potentials. The phase-space view of pW and PvB offer further possibilities to reduce the size of the basis, either by contraction of the basis in the classically forbidden region or by combination with semiclassical methods. 35 Note that pruned dynamics also offers the possibility to compute the potential on the fly, obviating complicated global representations of the potential energy surface. These avenues will be pursued in the future.
Why bother with pruned dynamics if (ML-)MCTDH is the method of choice for high-dimensional dynamics? First of all, MCTDH has its drawbacks: it is very expensive for highly correlated systems and is inefficient if many primitive basis functions are required. But perhaps more significantly, pruned dynamics, either in coordinate space or phase space, can be combined with MCTDH, in different possible ways. One way is to use pruned functions as the underlying basis of the single-particle functions (SPFs) in MCTDH, which is quite similar to the multilayer variant of G-MCTDH.
14 A second way is to prune the MCTDH coefficient tensor by transforming the SPFs to a localized basis. 108 Both ways can be easily combined. Work in this direction is in progress.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
See supplementary material for more details on the transformation of the Weylet basis compared to pW, further comparisons of Weylets against FGH, PvB and pW and for a comparison of a phase-space-representation of a momentum-symmetric and a momentum-asymmetric state. 
Appendix: Tensor transformations
Let us first consider the tensor transformation (matrixvector product) without pruning. By doing the transformation sequentially, one always has to consider transformations in only one dimension t,
To simplify the notation, we define the multiindices i ≡ i 1 . . . i t−1 and k ≡ i t+1 . . . i D . We further denote the tth index as j or l and drop the superscript (t) of the matrix. Then, Eq. (A.1) simplifies tõ
Assuming a row-major layout of the tensor (the last index is contiguous in memory), a possible implementation would look like
ilk + h lj a ijk A colon means an implicit loop over all indices. The order of the loops is crucial to enable an efficient caching of the values in memory. Actually, this transformation can be recast into a loop over n 1 general matrix matrix multiplications (GEMM) without additional copying: 109 f o r i i n [1, n 1 ] : a ′ i:: ← ha i:: where a i:: is a n 2 ×n 3 matrix. Because there are many efficient libraries implementing the matrix matrix product, this recasting is favorable, although, in real applications, a speed up of only up to ∼ 10% is achieved because a i:: are long and skinny since n 2 ≪ n 3 . Recall that n 3 is the number of basis functions of a multiindex and therefore very large. Memory access is thus the bottleneck of the tensor transformation -even if well tuned algorithms are employed for the matrix matrix product.
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For a pruned basis, the situation is much more complicated. Following the definitions introduced in section II B 2, a straightforward implementation would look like The last loop over k depends on K ′ (i, j, l) since one has to sum only over entries where k is element of both sets K(i, l) (left side of the summation) and K(i, j) (right side of the summation). Therefore, the storage of all sets K ′ would require a size of O n d+1 . This is not efficient.
One loophole would be to store all possible indices j in a hash This problem is solved if the tensor transformation is performed over the last dimension. Then, the tensor transformation reduces to one matrix matrix product, because the multiindex k does not exist: il + h lj a ij We assume that the pruned coefficient tensor a is properly sorted. The storage of I and J (i) scales as O n d but it can be reduced by utilizing the fact that many indices in J (i) appear in ranges. Instead of storing all individual indices, we therefore store only the ranges. To give an example, J = {1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10} would be stored as { [1, 4] , [6, 8] , [10, 10] }.
We have shown that the transformation over the last dimension can be implemented in a very efficient way such that no auxiliary arrays of size larger than O n d need to be stored. In fact, the required storage of the needed arrays is much smaller due to the storage of the index ranges. Note that the sizes of the auxiliary arrays are never larger than the size of the pruned basis.
One can use this algorithm also for the transformation over other dimensions by simply permuting the tensor in a way that the dimension to be transformed over is the last one. After the transformation, the tensor is permuted back to the original order. Finding the proper permutation is just a sorting operation and scales as O n d log n d = O d × n d log n . This is much faster than the tensor transformation. Additionally, the permutations can be stored such that the sorting operations are needed only after a change of the basis. The memory requirements and the cost of the permutations scale as O(d× n d ). Compared to the storage requirements of the Lanczos-Arnoldi-propagator and the scaling of the tensor transformation, this is justifiable. A permutation of the basis to obtain more efficient tensor transformations was already used in a different application.
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To show the efficiency of the algorithm, we compare our approach to the unpruned algorithm that uses GEMM calls. For this, we do not prune the basis but store all possible functions of the direct-product basis. We use NO 2 (section III B) as an example. The total size of the basis is ∼ 285 × 10 4 . The GEMM version (unpruned variant) needed 30.1 s for computing the matrixvector product (36 sum terms) whereas the pruned variant takes 32.5 s. The pruned variant is 8 % slower. For a smaller basis with size ∼ 146 × 10 4 , the GEMM version needs 9.80 s. The pruned variant needs 13.05 s and is 33 % slower. For smaller vectors, more values fit into the cache of the CPU and the GEMM implementation is then more efficient. Of course, in real simulations, the pruned variant will only be used for a pruned and not for a full basis and will therefore be much faster.
Note that this scheme for pruned tensor transformations is completely general; no assumptions about any structure in the pruning are made. It could be further optimized by dividing the matrix into chunks that fit into the cache of the computer. 110 Brown and Carrington have developed a different algorithm for a similar application, based on a more complicated recursive mapping strategy.
67 It remains to be seen which approach is faster.
